H$bm{nZr H$mo_H$br
nyU©V: _m¡{bH$ - _Ywa Am¡a AX^wV én go X_Xma AmdmO H$s YZr Jm{`H$m
H$bm{nZr AmO ^maVr` emór` g§JrV Ho$ à{V^mdmZ `wdm H$bmH$mam| Ho$ ~rM
à_wI Zm_ h¡Ÿ&
Hw$N> {~abo gm¡^m½`embr bmoJm| _| go EH$ H$bm{nZr H$mo n§{S>V Hw$_ma J§Yd© Ed§
{dXwfr dgw§Yam H$mo_H$br O¡go _mVm-{nVm "Jwé' Ho$ én _| {_bo, {OZgo CÝhm|Zo
g§JrV H$m kmZ, VH$ZrH$, Am¡a ì`mH$aU {damgV _| nm`mŸ& g~go {deof `h {H$ AnZo Jwé Ho$
gm{ÞÜ` _| g§JrV nmR> Ho$ Xm¡amZ CÝhmoZo "_ZZ' Am¡a "g¥OZ' H$m _mÔm ^r hm{gb {H$`mŸ&
CËñ\$yV© Ed§ COmd©mZ Jm{`H$m H$bm{nZr H$mo gZwVo hEþ CZH$o Jm`H$s H$s {d{dYVm g,o AmdmO H$o CVma
MT>md, J{V Ama¡ b` na CZH$o à^Ëwd g,o CnO H$o gmW {dñVma go lmVom A{^^Vy ah OmVo hŸ¡&
AnZo Jwé go nm`r grI g~go A{YH$ {gÕ hmoVr h¡ CZHo$ ~§{Xem| Ho$ ^md Am¡a AWm] Ho$ àñVw{VH$aU
_|Ÿ& do AnZo AÜ``ZnyU© g§`_ go b`H$mar H$m à`moJ _mÌ ~§{Xe Ho$ VmËn`© Am¡a Vmb g§VwbZ
~Zm`o aIZo Ho$ {b`o H$aVr h¡Ÿ& CZHo$ Jm`Z _| b` H${dËd na hmdr Zht hmoVrŸ&
CZHo$ ñdam| H$s {dñV¥V n[aKr ^mdm| H$mo Xem©Zo _| nyU© gj_ h¡Ÿ& BZ AZyR>r Am¡a em§V ~T>V H$mo
gwZZm AnZo Amn _| EH$ AmZ§X h¡Ÿ& amJ àñVw{V _o "CnO' H$m _yb gm_mÝ`V: ½dm{b`a KamZo _|
h¡ {\$a ^r Cg na CZH$s ì`{º$JV N>mn PbH$Vr h¡Ÿ&

H$bm{nZr Ho$ amJm| Am¡a ~§{Xem| H$m g§J«h _mbdm A§Mb H$s bmoH$ YwZm| Am¡a {d{^Þ g§Vm| Ho$ gJwU{ZJw©U ^OZm| go Am¡a ^r A{YH$ g_¥Õ hþAm h¡Ÿ& {nN>bo EH$ XeH$ _| do EH$ àIa Am¡a g§doXZerb
Jm{`H$m Ho$ én _| C^ar h¡Ÿ& CZH$s àñVw{V`m| _| AmË_{dœmg, n[anŠdVm h¡ŸAm¡a EH$ gYr hþB©
H$bmH$ma H$m gmoM ^r h¡Ÿ&
H$bm Ho$ CËWmZ Ho$ à{V g_{n©V H$bm{nZr Xodmg _o§ g§JrV CËgdm| H$m Am`moOZ H$aVr h¡ Vm{H$
Jm`H$, `wdm H$bmH$ma Am¡a {dÛVOZm| H$m g_mJ_ g§^d hmoŸ& AnZr gm{J{VH$ g_P Am¡a
AÜ`o`Vm ^md Ho$ H$maU H$bm{nZr O¡gr n[anŠd AmdmO H$s YZr Jm{`H$m `wdm nrT>r _| ^maVr`
emór` g§JrV na AnZo boŠMa S>o_moÝñQ´>oeÝg Ho$ {b`o H$m\$s bmoH${à` h¡Ÿ&
"Ama§^' Am¡a "{damgV' EM E_ dr Ûmam ì`mdgm{`H$ Vmoa na Omar CZH$s Xmo ñQw>{S>`mo aoH$m°{S>ªJ h¡Ÿ&
"Yamoha' Q>mB©åg å`w{OH$ Ûmam Omar H$s J`r h¡Ÿ& "ñda _§{Oar' _o CZH$s EH$ nyar g§JrV g^m h¡,
Omo d{O©Z aoH$m°S>©g² H$s VmOmVarZ àñVw{V h¡Ÿ& H$bm{nZr Zo "nhobr' Am¡a "Xodr A{hë`m~mB©'
{\$ë_m| Ho$ gmD§$S>Q´>oH$ _| ^r AnZr AmdmO XO© H$amB© h¡Ÿ&
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Endowed with a wholly original, melodious and rich voice,
Kalapini is well-trained and widely recognized as one of the
finest classical vocalists of the younger generation.
She is the daughter and disciple of the legendary Pandit
Kumar Gandharva and has also been trained by her
illustrious mother, Vidushi Vasundhara Komkali. Kalapini not only learnt from
her distinguished parents the technique and grammar of her art, but also
inherited a capacity for creativity and reflection.
While strengthening her hold over her inheritance with a fine sense of
understanding, she has evolved her own vision and has emerged in the last
decade as a vocalist with a profound degree of sensitivity and intensity.
Her performances are marked by youthful imagination, artistic thoughtfulness
and a mature command over various aspects of classical vocalism.
Her musical lineage is most manifest in the emphasis laid on the rendition of
the bandish (composition), its bhava or meaning, and in the studied restraint
which does not allow the notes, or laya (tempo), to overwhelm the lyrics.
The full melodic range and versatility of the voice is explored, but virtuosity is
never allowed to overwhelm the musicality of the performance.
Her range of swaras has ability to convey various bhavas (emotions).
The improvisations made by her are generally rooted in the Gwalior gayaki,
but carry her own distinct identity.
Kalapini's wide repertoire of ragas and compositions is further supplemented
by the presentation of the traditional songs of Malwa representing the folklore

and ethnic essence of the region. The Sagun-Nirgun bhajans (devotional
songs) of the various saint poets rendered in her inimitable style provide the
ascetic flavor to Kalapini's music.
Committed to the promotion of art, she organizes music festivals at Dewas to
bring together major scholars and performers as well as young artists.
A performer herself of uncommon perception, Kalapini is popular amongst
the youth for her lecture-demonstrations of Indian Classical Music.
Kalapini lives in Dewas, Central India. She is an active trustee of the Kumar
Gandharva Sangeet Academy.
Commercial releases of her studio recordings include 'Aarambha' and
'Inheritence', released by HMV; and 'Dharohar' released by Times Music.
'Swar- Manjari', a live concert recording, was released recently by Virgin
Records. Kalapini has also recorded for the sound tracks of the films 'Paheli'
and 'Devi Ahilya'.
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Endowed with a wholly original, melodious and rich voice,
Kalapini is well-trained and widely recognized as one of the
finest classical vocalists of the younger generation.
She is the daughter and disciple of the legendary Pandit
Kumar Gandharva and has also been trained by her
illustrious mother, Vidushi Vasundhara Komkali. Kalapini not only learnt from
her distinguished parents the technique and grammar of her art, but also
inherited a capacity for creativity and reflection.
While strengthening her hold over her inheritance with a fine sense of
understanding, she has evolved her own vision and has emerged in the last
decade as a vocalist with a profound degree of sensitivity and intensity.
Her performances are marked by youthful imagination, artistic thoughtfulness
and a mature command over various aspects of classical vocalism.
Her musical lineage is most manifest in the emphasis laid on the rendition of
the bandish (composition), its bhava or meaning, and in the studied restraint
which does not allow the notes, or laya (tempo), to overwhelm the lyrics.
The full melodic range and versatility of the voice is explored, but virtuosity is
never allowed to overwhelm the musicality of the performance.
Her range of swaras has ability to convey various bhavas (emotions).
The improvisations made by her are generally rooted in the Gwalior gayaki,
but carry her own distinct identity.
Kalapini's wide repertoire of ragas and compositions is further supplemented
by the presentation of the traditional songs of Malwa representing the folklore

and ethnic essence of the region. The Sagun-Nirgun bhajans (devotional
songs) of the various saint poets rendered in her inimitable style provide the
ascetic flavor to Kalapini's music.
Committed to the promotion of art, she organizes music festivals at Dewas to
bring together major scholars and performers as well as young artists.
A performer herself of uncommon perception, Kalapini is popular amongst
the youth for her lecture-demonstrations of Indian Classical Music.
Kalapini lives in Dewas, Central India. She is an active trustee of the Kumar
Gandharva Sangeet Academy.
Commercial releases of her studio recordings include 'Aarambha' and
'Inheritence', released by HMV; and 'Dharohar' and 'Rare morning Raags by
Kalapini Komkali' released by Times Music. 'Swar- Manjari', a live concert
recording, was released by Virgin Records. Kalapini has also recorded for the
sound tracks of the films 'Paheli' and 'Devi Ahilya'.
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MAJOR PERFORMANCES

Kalapini has traveled extensively through India and abroad.
Snapshot of her highly prestigious performances :
• US & Canada concert tour in 28 different cities including New York,
Boston Rochester, San Francisco, Los Angeles, Phoenix, Edmonton,
Calgary & Toronto etc...
• Spirit of India - Sydney & Melbourne (Australia)
• Queensland Music Festival - Brisbane (Australia)
• Reitburg Musium - Zurich
• Sawai Gandharva Festival - Pune
• Days of Delhi-(India) - Moscow - Hall of International Music
• Ali Akbar Khan Music Academy - Basel, Switzerland
• Sawai Gandharva Samaroh - Pune
• Harballabh Sangeet Samaroha - Jallandhar - (oldest music festival of
India)
• Sangeet Natak Academy - Chandigarh.
• Gana-Sabha - Amritsar
• Sursangam - Dubai
• Madras Music Academy - Chennai
• Bharat Sangeet Mahotsav - Chennai
• Kalakshetra foundation - Chennai
• The Hindu - Symposium - Chennai
• Aurobindo Ashram - Auroville, Pondicherry

• India International Centre - Delhi
• India Habitat Centre - Delhi
• Gharana Sammelan - Deval Club, Kolhapur
• Ganga Mohotsav - Varanasi
• Bharat Bhavan - Bhopal
• 2nd October”Gandhi Ka Nirgun” Bhajan concert - NCPA, Mumbai
• Pratah-Swar Concert - Mumbai
• Mogubai Kurdikar Sangeet Mahotsav - Madgaon ,Goa
• Kesarbai Kerkar Mohatsav ,Kala Academy - Panjim
• Gunidas Sammelan - Mumbai
• Saptak Music Fest - Ahmedabad
• Holi Festival - SRA –(Sangeet Research Academy), Kolkata
• Megh Malhar Fest, Nehru Center – Mumbai
• ITDC “Masters of tomorrow” - Delhi
• Durgalal Music Fest - Delhi
• Vishnu Digambar Jayanti Sangeet Samaroh - Delhi
• Prayag Sangeet Sammelan - Allahabad
• Maihar Festival - Maihar(MP)
• Rajasthan Sangeet Natak Academy - Jodhpur
• Mewad Sangeet Foundation - Udaipur
• Shruti Mandal - Jaipur
• Jodhpur Fort Fest - Jodhpur
• CEPT school of Architecture - Ahmadabad
• Kumar Gandharva Samaroha - Dewas
• Kala Bharati - Mumbai
• Navras Festival - Patna
• Badami Music Fesival - Bagalkot, Badami
• Surel Sabha - Pune
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Endowed with a wholly original, melodious and rich voice,
Kalapini is well-trained and widely recognized as one of the
finest classical vocalists of the younger generation.
She is the daughter and disciple of the legendary Pandit
Kumar Gandharva and has also been trained by her
illustrious mother, Vidushi Vasundhara Komkali. Kalapini not only learnt from
her distinguished parents the technique and grammar of her art, but also
inherited a capacity for creativity and reflection.
While strengthening her hold over her inheritance with a fine sense of
understanding, she has evolved her own vision and has emerged in the last
decade as a vocalist with a profound degree of sensitivity and intensity.
Her performances are marked by youthful imagination, artistic thoughtfulness
and a mature command over various aspects of classical vocalism.
Her musical lineage is most manifest in the emphasis laid on the rendition of
the bandish (composition), its bhava or meaning, and in the studied restraint
which does not allow the notes, or laya (tempo), to overwhelm the lyrics.
The full melodic range and versatility of the voice is explored, but virtuosity is
never allowed to overwhelm the musicality of the performance.
Her range of swaras has ability to convey various bhavas (emotions).
The improvisations made by her are generally rooted in the Gwalior gayaki,
but carry her own distinct identity.
Kalapini's wide repertoire of ragas and compositions is further supplemented
by the presentation of the traditional songs of Malwa representing the folklore

and ethnic essence of the region. The Sagun-Nirgun bhajans (devotional
songs) of the various saint poets rendered in her inimitable style provide the
ascetic flavor to Kalapini's music.
Committed to the promotion of art, she organizes music festivals at Dewas to
bring together major scholars and performers as well as young artists.
A performer herself of uncommon perception, Kalapini is popular amongst
the youth for her lecture-demonstrations of Indian Classical Music.
Kalapini lives in Dewas, Central India. She is an active trustee of the Kumar
Gandharva Sangeet Academy.
Commercial releases of her studio recordings include 'Aarambha' and
'Inheritence', released by HMV; and 'Dharohar' released by Times Music.
'Swar- Manjari', a live concert recording, was released recently by Virgin
Records. Kalapini has also recorded for the sound tracks of the films 'Paheli'
and 'Devi Ahilya'.
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Endowed with a wholly original, melodious and rich voice,
Kalapini is well-trained and widely recognized as one of the
finest classical vocalists of the younger generation.
She is the daughter and disciple of the legendary Pandit
Kumar Gandharva and has also been trained by her
illustrious mother, Vidushi Vasundhara Komkali. Kalapini not only learnt from
her distinguished parents the technique and grammar of her art, but also
inherited a capacity for creativity and reflection.
While strengthening her hold over her inheritance with a fine sense of
understanding, she has evolved her own vision and has emerged in the last
decade as a vocalist with a profound degree of sensitivity and intensity.
Her performances are marked by youthful imagination, artistic thoughtfulness
and a mature command over various aspects of classical vocalism.
Her musical lineage is most manifest in the emphasis laid on the rendition of
the bandish (composition), its bhava or meaning, and in the studied restraint
which does not allow the notes, or laya (tempo), to overwhelm the lyrics.
The full melodic range and versatility of the voice is explored, but virtuosity is
never allowed to overwhelm the musicality of the performance.
Her range of swaras has ability to convey various bhavas (emotions).
The improvisations made by her are generally rooted in the Gwalior gayaki,
but carry her own distinct identity.
Kalapini's wide repertoire of ragas and compositions is further supplemented
by the presentation of the traditional songs of Malwa representing the folklore

and ethnic essence of the region. The Sagun-Nirgun bhajans (devotional
songs) of the various saint poets rendered in her inimitable style provide the
ascetic flavor to Kalapini's music.
Committed to the promotion of art, she organizes music festivals at Dewas to
bring together major scholars and performers as well as young artists.
A performer herself of uncommon perception, Kalapini is popular amongst
the youth for her lecture-demonstrations of Indian Classical Music.
Kalapini lives in Dewas, Central India. She is an active trustee of the Kumar
Gandharva Sangeet Academy.
Commercial releases of her studio recordings include 'Aarambha' and
'Inheritence', released by HMV; and 'Dharohar' released by Times Music.
'Swar- Manjari', a live concert recording, was released recently by Virgin
Records. Kalapini has also recorded for the sound tracks of the films 'Paheli'
and 'Devi Ahilya'.

